
It´s OH So Fresh , it´s OH so Funky..! It´s the Fresh Funky Samples crew presenting 
RoboFunk & The Disco Brothers a super deluxe sample pack that will take your 
Breaks, Funk & Disco productions on a time travel journey to the future and to the 
past at the same time! Weird ? No , funkying awesome!

RoboFunk & The Disco Brothers will inject 100´s of quirky cyberdisco nanobots into 
your sample arsenal bloodstream and strengthen your studio core with the juiciest 
and most funk-delight inducing set of samples you'll find in Earth , Outer Space or 
Beyond!

This must have retro collection ( so retro that all sounds are heavy smoking and no 
one gives a dam ) includes over 530 dripping wet samples and loops that expertly mix 
the organic essence and swing of live studio session recordings played by top groovy-
to-the-core musicians ( that history books will praise as The infamous Fresh Funky 
Disco Brothers ) with the futuristic vibes of analog synths and processed elements 
courtesy of Mr.RoboFunk.

ROBOFUNK & THE DISCO BROTHERS



In case you are wondering RoboFunk is a funkstein creature (  part Human , part Machine , part Felis Catus ) that 
lives in the Fresh Funky Samples attic and can only be fed with the chunkiest bits of the purest 70´s disco funk 
meat! Anyway we digress..back to the goody goodies , surely you want to know what is inside :

FORMATS - WAV & REX & MIDI
All files have Key and Tempo notation for easy reference ( tempos range from 94BPM to 114BPM ) 

DRUM LOOPS
Tight Full Grooves, Fills and Juicy Top Loops!

LIVE BASS
Super funky Live performed Basslines!

SYNTH BASS
Disco Synth Bassloops

SYNTH LEADS
This is not business , its pleasure! Catchy , irresistible and far out synth works for your own personal indulgence!

KEYS
Rhodes - We Got them!
Wurlitzer - You´re Covered!
Clavinet - Let those greasy fingers catch them!
Hammond Lick - Yeah , baby !
CP70 Electric Grand Piano - Get your strut going !

GUITAR
Both Amp and DI versions provided -  access ready to mix versions or fully process the guitars with your own amps 
and total control!
Guitar Leads - that will instantly make you do a duck face while your arms start doing the chicken dance!
Gutiar Rhythm - make sure you find a nice home for these skanky chords , wah wah sweeps and picking riffs cuz 
they sure do deserve it!

SOUND FX
Super Robo-FX for your delight: Analog , White Noise, Rises, Fall and CrashFX

ONE-SHOTS
167 funky drum one shots that are borderline Ghetto. 

-----

Here are the total numbers for all the nitty gritters and math freaks ( not that you can quantify awesomeness 
btw ) :

704 WAV Samples
 
 537 WAV Loops
 
167 WAV Drum One Shots
 
 488 REX Loops
 
 14 MIDI Loops

100% Royalty-Free
 
1.94 GB
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